Parliamentary Government in England
It has been divided, no doubt, into two wings. It has
differed within itself upon matters like the pace of change
and the direction of change; it has never seriously differed
upon the fundamental principles of change. It has been
able to quarrel without repining upon the extent of the
suffrage, the limits of religious toleration, free trade or
protection, the character of social legislation, the amount
of self-government to be conferred upon the colonies, the
details of foreign policy. Its quarrelsupon these havealways,
so to say, been family quarrels in which there ha$ always
been ample room for compromise. The one issue on which
this has not been the case has been Ireland; and it is
important that, when the Irish problem was solved, the
solution accepted was applied by force and was the out-
come of an agreement upon its terms between the two
wings. Neither has ever moved so far from each other
upon any vital question as to bring an ultimate disharmony
into view. Each has always remained convinced that the
private ownership of the means of production could not
legitimately be called into question. The men who
directed the destinies of both circles came, broadly, from
the same social environments; they spoke the same
language; they moved in much the same circles; they
depended upon the same common stock of ideas. They
thought in the same way because they lived in the same
way. Members of either wing could cross to the other
without any alteration of fundamental doctrine. A Tory
democrat like Disraeli could be more advanced in matters
of social legislation than a Liberal like Gladstone or a
Radical like John Bright. A Conservative aristocrat like
Lord Cecil could have more cosmopolitan conceptions of
foreign policy than a Radical "man of the people*' like
Mr* Lloyd George. A Liberal like Sir Herbert Samuel
could take the same view of the problems of Indian self*
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